Shredabull Untamed's Neurostim™ Blend ensures you don't suffer from flagging energy levels while dieting. By supplying your brain with ample mental stimulants to stay focused and alert, it prevents you crashing on your diet in addition to suppressing harmful cravings.

- Contains Yohimbine HCL for stubborn bodyfat incineration in addition to proven thermogenic compounds to switch on the fat-burning blast furnace, ramping up metabolic rate and mobilising fat cells in the process.

- Shredabull Untamed's unique Thyrocharge Complex™ ensures your thyroid gland functions optimally when dieting and isn't susceptible to huge swings that affect appetite and vital hormones, laying the foundation for long-term dietary success without harmful rebounds.

“Shredabull Untamed is AD's war cry entry to the fat burning market. We observed, analysed and then said “what can we do better?” in this saturated yet increasingly lucrative niche. Combining the efforts of our team of researchers, athletes' knowledge of contest preparation and dieting, we have crafted a formula that successfully puts peoples results before profits. This 3-pronged approach to fat loss found within Shredabull Untamed's formula seeks to tackle the mental challenges of dieting, as well as ensuring that after the process is finished, there's no rebound. There is, of course, a blistering combination of powerful thermogenics as you'd expect, and our recent upgrade to this formula contains novel ingredients such as 2-aminoisohexane & Yohimbine HCL to innovate in typical AD fashion, resulting in a formula that covers fat loss from all conceivable angles and ensure that the results last long after you finish restricting calories.”
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Available from all good retailers.
For stockists please visit www.ProjectAD.me

Fat Loss. It’s the two words that STILL after all these years makes peoples hands tingle, toes curl and eyes wander aimlessly around the room. Admit it: you just haven’t figured it out - yet.

There’s no shame in admitting this, because fat loss has become such a convoluted issue. There’s too much conflicting information; too much B/S circulating the web constantly. The intentions have been good, the results have been lousy.

SO WE’RE GOING TO BREAK IT DOWN FOR YOU, RAW AND SIMPLE LIKE AD USUALLY DOES.

There are THREE components to Fat Loss that really determine your results and ALL of the pathways need to be activated to see truly consistent and long-lasting results. Without maximising them you’ll either crash and burn too early in your diet or rebound uncontrollably. That’s where Shredabull Untamed steps up.

This new, revolutionary approach to fat loss is 100% focused on maximising the effectiveness of all these pathways and delivering unparalleled results that LAST, because when all your ‘dieting’ is said and done, it’s what the end product is that matters.
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Let's cover these 3, crucial components and how Shredabull Untamed can help.

1) UNPARALLELED ENERGY LEVELS

For far too long, lame fat burners on the market have relied on hefty dosages of caffeine to not just induce thermogenesis but also act as a lousy way of increasing energy levels. This strategy is outdated.

Flagging energy levels are one of the prime reasons most diets ultimately fail. Once your mood plummets like a stone and your strength drops faster than a Lambo, you'll soon abandon your efforts and resort to comforts and say "I'll do it right next year."

Shredabull Untamed is taking things up a notch and has you covered.
The inclusion of Caffeine Anhydrous is paired with the revolutionary new stimulant known as 2-aminoisoheptane (DMHA), which delivers unbelievable swathes of clean, powerful energy whilst simultaneously suppressing damaging cravings.

The addition of N-Acetyl L-Tyrosine is the cherry on the cake for combating fatigue & maintaining mental alertness throughout the day.

It's fair to say the first frontier on the battlefront has been activated. You're now mentally prepared and ready for war, so what comes next?

2) INCINERATE BODYFAT

THE BIG ONE, BABY.

Shredabull Untamed contains an awesome, furnace-powered blend of White Willow Bark Extract, Cayenne & Higenamine to get the party started, but it's the addition of Yohimbine HCL that really gets the pulses racing.

This powerful compound has the ability to target stubborn bodyfat receptors in addition to mobilising fatty acids, making it a truly innovative way to combat those problem areas that have riddled you for years.

Mobilising all these combatants against your stored bodyfat is where the true action happens, and once thermogenesis is fired up like a turbo-charged engine, we're ready to move on to the final component of Shredabull Untamed's illustrious formula

3) MASTER YOUR THYROID

The final component of war on bodyfat eventually comes down to this: are you willing to respect the grandmaster that dictates how the battle will eventually play out? Better yet, are you committed to tackling him to finish the job once and for all?

Your thyroid gland often ends up being the forgotten about topic in this contentious subject, but Shredabull Untamed realises how crucial this factor is.

Our intricate Thyrocharge Complex™ combines the two renowned ingredients for treating an underactive thyroid in Bovine Thyroid & Guggul Lipid PE Extract to ensure its functioning optimally at full capacity.

Alas, the full spectrum of fat loss is covered, and like clockwork, Shredabull Untamed works 24 hours per day to ensure you're constantly mobilising these stubborn fat cells whilst seamlessly preserving your energy levels and performance.

Fat Loss is a multi-faceted battle that requires strategic planning, decisive action, and intelligent afterthought. Keep Shredabull Untamed in your arsenal, and win not just the battle, but dominate the war on bodyfat.